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Abstract: In this SECON framework, three cloud services are integrated to provide 

the security by ensuring the confidentiality of the data stored in the storage server. 

The proposed cloud services are EOaaS, KPaaS, and STaaS which are executed 

independently. The cloud services are provided from three independent CSPs. The 

framework separates the EOaaS, KPaaS, and STaaS from different CSPs. If the users 

use single CSP for all these services, then the data are readily disclosed to the CSP. 

Each service providers in the framework have their identifiable defined software 

system, platform and infrastructure facilities. In the existing system, users depend on 

single CSPs for all services; this scenario leads to insiders attacks. However, the 

proposed framework detaches each service for the safety of the data. The framework 

aims to provide secure cloud storage environment for data storage. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Cloud computing is the pride of today’s digital and IT World. Any users can 

use it. It is merely noted that the cloud is to store and process data in the server 

located remotely. Cloud computing can be defined as the utility based service since it 

uses “pay-as-you-work” rule. Cloud is a storage system that allows users to access 

their data anywhere through any technology throughout the internet. Services 

delivered over the internet is called cloud computing. Cloud is automatically 

provisioned for resources like software, platform, and infrastructure based on the 

demands. The advantage of cloud computing is cloud customer can access the 

resources whenever needed. Cloud services are entirely depending on virtualization. It 

is a technology that a platform which runs multiple operating systems on a single 
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machine [Pri 1]. Users interact with virtualized images when they are using cloud 

resources. 

 
Cloud is questionable when the security of data is a concern. Data security is 

the main problem with cloud computing. Users’ critical data Stored in the cloud 

should be well protected, because internal or external attackers are trying to disclose 

the data in the cloud [Tim, 03]. Numerous of real-time data hacking has happened on 

google, Salesforce, Microsoft, etc. [Hua,2]. 

From the literature study, it is observed that the cloud gets more attraction and 

moving fast in technology and at the same time, it is affected by many security 

matters concern with data in cloud servers. Cloud needed a proper well-established 

security built-up for maintaining data. Literature is there for the existing framework, 

but each has some drawbacks, especially, most of the framework suggested to 

maintain the components of the framework in the users' side. However, this is suitable 

for users. Hence, it is an expectation that to have established a security framework for 

the cloud. This research proposes a security framework called SECON for addressing 

the data security issues in a cloud environment. 

 
The proposed framework, SECON consists of different entity for services like 

security, key generation, and data storage. Framework entities are running in cloud 

infrastructure. The main concentration of this research work is on securing the data 

stored in the cloud using Security as a Service (EOaaS). Security is provided as 

service to users, and EOaaS comprises of the following services, which are, TBEnc, 

VBObfus and TVBEncObfus which are proposed to provide the security by ensuring 

the confidentiality of the data. 
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2. Objectives of this chapter 

 

This section describes the objective of the chapter. 

 

 To introduce a cloud service approach for security (EOaaS) to safeguard 

users’ data in cloud servers. 

 
 To enable cloud as the secured environment by proposing a  Security 

framework with different cloud services. 

 
3. Methodology 

 

In this research work, SECON framework is proposed to provide the security 

by ensuring the privacy of the data in cloud servers. Three cloud services are used in 

the SECON framework to increase the safety of cloud data uploaded to the cloud 

storage. The name of services from the proposed frameworks are Encryption and 

Obfuscation as a Service (EOaaS), Key Provider as a Service (KPaaS) and Storage as 

a Service STaaS. The framework enables different CSPs to provide these three 

services. EOaaS comprises different confidentiality techniques which are developed 

as cloud services, namely, TBEnc, VBObfus, and TVBEncObfus. The confidentiality 

techniques are provisioned for enabling security using encryption or obfuscation 

techniques or both. Users can utilize these confidentiality techniques at the time of 

uploading data to the cloud storage server. Users can go with their interest on 

confidentiality techniques in EOaaS to make their data secured in the cloud. 

This research considered the users’ data in different forms like text-based data 

and value-based data. TBEnc algorithm is proposed for text-based data types whereas; 

VBObfus is proposed for the value-based data type, and TVBEncObfus is proposed 

for securing both text-based data and value-based data of users’ data. This framework 

gives advantages to the users for protecting their sensitive data only, remaining 

insensitive data may be left as plaintext. Figure 1 depicts the methodology of the 
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proposed SECON framework. EOaaS in the framework provides encryption for text-

based data by TBEnc confidentiality technique (CT), obfuscation for value-based data 

by VBObfus CT and TVBEncObfus is for both types of data. Users should decide to 

utilize which confidentiality they wish to consume from the cloud framework. 
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Figure 1. Methodological Diagram of SECON Framework 
 
 

KPaaS generates keys based on a particular confidentiality technique selected by the 

users. Keys are generated and straight away sent to the cloud service users. The particulars of 

the users for forwarding keys are received from EOaaS to KPaaS. KPaaS have a database to 

maintain a log table regarding the key generation details. STaaS provides a server for storage 

to store encrypted and obfuscated data. 

4. Proposed SECON Framework 

 

In this SECON framework, three cloud services are integrated to provide the security 

by ensuring the confidentiality of the data stored in the storage server. The proposed cloud 

services are EOaaS, KPaaS, and STaaS which are executed independently. The cloud services 

are provided from three independent CSPs. The framework separates the EOaaS, KPaaS, and 

STaaS from different CSPs. If the users use single CSP for all these services, then the data are 

readily disclosed to the CSP. Each service providers in the framework have their identifiable 

defined software system, platform and infrastructure facilities. In the existing system, users 

depend on single CSPs for all services; this scenario leads to insiders attacks. However, the 

proposed framework detaches each service for the safety of the data. The framework aims to 

provide secure cloud storage environment for data storage. The structure of the framework, 

SECON, and its services are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. SECON Secured Confidentiality Framework with its Services 
 

Procedures followed in the proposed framework is given below, and 

users data are stored in the cloud by following steps in SECON framework. 

 
1. A user request for data security and EOaaS provides the list of technique 

available for security. 

 
2. Users have to choose the confidentiality based on their wish. 

 

3. EOaaS instructs the KPaaS to provide keys to the users who would 

choose a particular algorithm in EOaaS. EOaaS sends the details of the 

selected Security Algorithm and users’ related information to KPaaS. 

 
4. KPaaS generates keys suitable for the service selected by the users. Keys 

are directly communicated to the users and not through CSP1. 

5. Users submit the data along with keys to the CT to encrypt or obfuscate 

the data. 

 
6. Once the data are encrypted or obfuscated, they are uploaded to the cloud 

storage of CSP3. 

 
The above procedure expalins the functionality of the proposed 

framework. The framework has different services which are hosted by different 

service providers. EOaaS is the primary services proposed in the framework 
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provided by the CSP. EOaaS has three functions for encryption, obfuscation and 

both. 

 
EOaaS is deployed as cloud service which consists of three services for 

promoting security to users. EOaaS contains three CTs namely TBEnc, 

VBObfus, and TVBEncObfus (Chapters 3, 4 and 5 have discussed TBEnc, 

VBObfus, and TVBEncObfus respectively). These CTs are provided explicitly 

for a particular category of data. The framework insists the users to use any one 

of the CTs for securing their data. Figure 3 shows the services that are available 

in EOaaS. 
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Figure 3. Confidentiality Techniques Provided by EOaaS 

 

Users’ data are analyzed to determine the type of data. Each CT should 

consider a particular type of data. TBEnc algorithm is applied to encrypt text-

based data. VBObfus is used to obfuscate value-based data only. TVBEncObfus 
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is used for encrypting and obfuscating both text and value-based data. Users 

should decide which data are to be hidden from hackers before choosing the CTs 

in EOaaS. 

 
KPaaS provide keys needed for CTs to the users. The EOaaS sends a key 

generation request on behalf of the users to KPaaS. KPaaS sends an 

acknowledgment report to EOaaS regarding key generation and status of the 

keys sent to the users. KPaaS does not send the key to EOaaS. EOaaS maintains 

the log of details received from the KPaaS. Table 6.1 represents the format of 

log details maintained by the EOaaS regarding the status of the key in KPaaS. 

Table 1. Specification of EOaaS Table for user Log details 
 

CU_Id Sn_Id Sec_Service Ur_IP AStatus KStatus 

      

CU_Id

1 S_Id1 SS1 U_IP1 Ack_Rep1 KG_Rep1 

      

CU_Id

2 S_Id2 SS2 U_IP2 Ack_ Rep 2 KG_Rep2 

      

CU_Id

3 S_Id3 SS3 U_IP3 Ack_ Rep3 KG_Rep3 

      

CU_Id

4 S_Id4 SS4 U_IP4 Ack_ Rep4 KG_Rep4 

      

CU_Id

5 S_Id5 SS5 U_IP5 Ack_ Rep5 KG_Rep5 

      

 
Here,  

 CU_Id denotes User credentials details
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 Sn_Id denotes the details of the user session
 

 

 Sec_Service denotes the algorithm for security
 

 

 Ur_IP denotes the current IP users session
 

 

 AStatus shows the receipts of communication between users and 
KPaaS

  

 KStatus denotes receipts message with a key to users
 

 
KPaaS is another service in the framework for generating keys for 

confidentiality technique chosen by users. The framework proposed is to suggest 

the user select any one techniques from the EOaaS to protect the data. EOaaS 

asks KPaaS to generate a key for selected CT by the users. KPaaS forward the 

key to users. KPaaS reply to EOaaS regarding the key generation status of the 

request by the EOaaS. Details of key and users and status of the key forwarding 

are maintained in KPaaS log table. Table 6.2 shows particulars recorded in the 

KPaaS table regarding communication between users and KPaaS. 

 

Table 2. KPaaS table 
 

CU_Id Sn_Id Sec_Service Ur_IP GKey AKRep Time 

       

CU_Id1 S_Id1 SS1 U_IP1 Key1 Ack_Rep1 t1 

       

CU_Id2 S_Id2 SS2 U_IP2 Key2 Ack_Rep2 t2 

       

CU_Id3 S_Id3 SS3 U_IP3 Key3 Ack_Rep3 t3 

       

CU_Id4 S_Id4 SS4 U_IP4 Key4 Ack_Rep4 t4 

       

CU_Id5 S_Id5 SS5 U_IP5 Key5 Ack_Rep5 t5 
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where,  
 CU_Id denotes User credentials details

 

 

 Sn_Id denotes the details of the user session
 

 

 Sec_Service denotes the algorithm selected by the users for 
security

  

 Ur_IP denotes the current IP users session
 

 

 GKey denotes the key generated for the selected algorithm by the 
users

 

 

 AKRep shows the receipts of communication between users and 
KPaaS

 

 

 Time denotes session time happened for the particular 
communication

 

 
 

Among the CTs in EOaaS, TBEnc uses two keys for encryption and 

decryption process. A single key is used for obfuscation and de-obfuscation. If  

the users choose any one of these CTs, then KPaaS generates corresponding 

keys with the required specification. 

 
The proposed framework has three services, among the three, the last 

service is storage for keeping users data. As it is discussed in previous chapters, 

cloud storage is a virtual place to hold data. It is provided by third-party cloud 

providers. Cloud storage is efficient in maintaining the data from physical 

damages, but it is vulnerable to various attacks like insiders and outsiders attack. 

Cloud storage provides STaaS spaces in which large enterprises (CSP) like 
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Amazon, Microsoft, etc. rent their storage infrastructure to medium scale 

enterprise or individual. STaaS supports online backup. Online backup is a 

stratagem for assistance to users’ data to maintain reliability. CTs in EOaaS 

encrypts or obfuscates the users’ data. Once the Encryption or obfuscation is 

completed, then the data are ready to be uploaded to cloud storage. 

Conclusion 

The SECON is proposed with confidentiality techniques, and it has three 

services for security, key management, and data storage. These three services are 

implemented as a separate independent cloud service. Confidentiality techniques 

EOaaS and KPaaS communicates for the exchange of users’ details. However, KPaaS 

should send the key to the EOaaS. Each CSPs should have their procedure to process 

the users’ data. This proposed framework reduces users work burdens, means that they 

do not need to maintain any component of the framework. Hence this framework can 

be adaptable to all types of users. The real-time environment is set up for simulating 

the framework. The proposed algorithms are implemented as a cloud service. The 

output of the framework satisfy the users based on the security level derived from each 

SS in EOaaS. This chapter has presented the framework called SECON to provide the 

security by using different confidentiality techniques like TBEnc, VBObfus, and 

TVBEncObfus. 
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